jazz night
Whiskey Flights

We are taking you on an international journey. Unlock the key to your palate
whether it's smokey, honey, fruity, oak, vanilla, Rye or spice, we have it.
Experience the rich, rare and the unexpected.

Old is gold

$828++

Bruichladdich Rare Cask Series

$568++

Bunnahabhain 25 Year Old, Single Malt Scotch

Bruichladdich Rare Cask Series 1984/32 – All In

Magnificently well-aged with a spiced oak glow, the Bunnahabhain 25-year single malt Scotch whisky is

Bruichladdich Head Distiller Adam Hannett believes old Bruichladdich in bourbon is the ultimate expression

smooth and sweet – sherry, caramel, berries and cream are balanced with roasted nuts with demerara

of their spirit. The fruit, the faint salt tang, and the signature elegance are all there but there is now layer

sugar, mixed spice, nutmeg and caramel finish.

upon layer of vanilla/butterscotch complexity. In 2008, Master Distiller Jim McEwan identified a classic
vintage parcel of that celebrated style and re-casked it into fresh bourbon for the last leg of an epic journey.
This dram comes from the very last 12 casks of the 1984 legacy distillation, poignantly filled on 31st
December of that year.

Balvenie, 30 Year Old, Single Malt Scotch
The Balvenie 30-Year-Old is a rare and especially fine single malt for which Malt Master David C. Stewart

Bruichladdich Rare Cask Series 1985/32 – Hidden Glory

MBE selects only exceptional casks that were laid down over 30 years ago. By marrying The Balvenie

This dram comes from the final 22 casks of the legacy stock distilled back in 1985 by a previous generation

slowly, aged in traditional oak whisky casks with that aged in European oak sherry casks, David creates a

of Bruichladdich stillmen. This whisky was originally filled into gentle third fill bourbon casks and lay

rich, mellow aged whisky with unusual depth and complexity.

untouched in warehouse 14 until 2012. Master Distiller Jim McEwan discovered this forgotten parcel and recasked it into fresh bourbon adding depth and complexity. Now in 2017 the final coup de grace is a
tantalising nuance in french oak from one of the greatest french chateaux.

Craigallachie, 31 Year Old, Single Malt Scotch
The Craigellachie distillery is a single malt Scotch whisky distillery in Aberlour, Banffshire near the village
of Craigellachie at the centre of the Speyside whisky-producing area of Scotland. A very limited
expression aged for more than 30 years, this Speyside single malt was named World's Best Single Malt in
2017 & recognised for its tropical fruit and floral notes due to long fermentation, combining the distillery's
famously heavy character with elegant orchard fruit and sherry-cask spice

Blood Oath Pact

$248++

Bruichladdich Rare Cask Series 1986/30 – The Magnificent Seven
An ultra-rare bottle, this is an elegant, floral Bruichladdich with intense, full-term sherry maturation. First
filled into oloroso butts in 1986, this spirit lay untouched in their loch-side warehouses until 2012, when
then master distiller Jim McEwan decided to supercharge this sublime single malt by filling it into their
privileged parcel of pedro ximinez butts from winemaker Jan Pettersen at Bodega Fernando de Castilla.
Poignantly, this dram is made up of their very last seven casks of 1986 spirit – the magnificent seven

Signatory Vintage, Cask
Strength Collection

$238++

Blood Oath Pact 1, Kentucky Straight Bourbon
The inaugural Pact, named Blood Oath Pact No. 1, consists of a special blend of three carefully selected,

Mortlach, 25 Year Old, Vintage 1991

top-notch Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskeys. The first, a spicy bourbon with a mash bill favouring rye,

An independent bottling of Mortlach single malt Scotch whisky, aged for 25 years in a single Sherry butt.

barrel-aged for a subtle woodiness. This, is artfully braided with a smooth, but never soft, wheated

This was distilled in May 1991 and bottled in June 2016 by Signatory as part of their excellent Cask Strength

bourbon of memorable curves. Finally, a more experienced, oaky bourbon with a rye-based mash. None

Collection. Only 594 bottles were produced.

overpowers the other, agreeing to co-exist in harmony.

Blood Oath Pact 2, Kentucky Straight Bourbon
This is the second expression in the limited-release bourbon series and follows Blood Oath Pact No. 1. A
masterful union of well-bred bourbons. One, a spirited bourbon with a decidedly rye mash bill,
unmistakably oaky and strong. Two, a disarmingly smooth, wheated bourbon to soften the edges, yet

Glenlochy 32 Year Old, Vintage 1980
A 1980 vintage whisky from Glenlochy. This whisky has been matured for 32 years in a Refill Butt and
bottled by Signatory for their Cask Strength Collection. The distillery was closed in 1983 and today only the
historically protected kiln and pagoda roof remain.

intensify the flavour. And three, a port-barrel finished rye for a velvety sweet goodbye. An arranged
marriage of the rich, rare and unexpected, for you to have, hold and hide.

Blood Oath Pact 3, Kentucky Straight Bourbon
A masterful union of well-bred bourbons. Taking the lead is far-from-shy, sharp and floral rye, finished in
Cabernet Sauvignon barrels for a dry, blackberry and espresso complexity. This is coupled with a wellseasoned, rye bourbon, rich with fragrant vanilla, toasted caramel, oranges and oak. Be grateful for this

Caol Ila, 31 Year Old, Vintage 1983
A Signatory bottling of cask strength Caol Ila single malt Scotch whisky, matured in a single hogshead for 31
years. It was distilled by the Islay distillery in November 1983 and bottled in February 2015 with an outturn
of 262 bottles. With age, the smokiness of the whisky softens, revealing layers of fruit, gentle spice and
elegance.

fateful affair between Kentucky and California.

Prices listed are in Singapore Dollars and subjected to 10% Service Charge and prevailing government taxes
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substantial finish

a little bit of fruit

$178++

$138++

Bladnoch, Talia, 25 Year Old

Miltonduff 28 Year Old 1988, Master of Malt Single Cask Series

Honouring Bladnoch’s traditional style, this malt is brought together using a blend of three different

28 year old single malt from the marvellous Miltonduff folks, aged in a single bourbon hogshead and

woods – ex Bourbon, ex Sherry and ex Whisky – and finally finished in brand new American Oak. Released

bottled by our fair hands for our Single Cask Series! This was distilled in October 1988 and bottled in April

in the first half of 2017, this 25 year old Lowland single malt enjoyed a finishing period in Port pipes,

2017 with no chill-filtration or additional colours, presented at cask strength.

resulting in a gorgeous copper hue and full-bodied flavour profile.

Longmorn, 28 Year Old 1984, Montgomerie’s The Single Cask Selection
Mortlach, 23 Year Old 1994, Malts of Scotland

An independent bottling of Longmorn single malt Scotch whisky, selected by Montgomerie's for their Rare

Well-Sherried single malt from Mortlach, drawn from a single Sherry hogshead which was filled in 1994

Select range. The whisky matured in a sherry cask for 28 years before bottling. Expect the distinctive

and cracked open in 2017. Expect rum-soaked raisins, Jamaican ginger cake with a hint of rubber on the

flavour of Oatcakes, Rice Krispies in milk,

nose, followed by toasted teacakes with oodles of sultanas, a fiery kick of clove and cinnamon with a

Basil, cedar, juicy sultana and blueberry on the palate with notes of milk chocolate and poppy seed muffin

subtle smoky finish.

at the finish.

Port Charlotte, 13 Year Old 2001, The Bottlers

Ardbeg, 12 Year Old, North Star Spirits

This peaty single malt from Bruichladdich has been bottled under the Port Charlotte name by The Bottlers.

Indie bottlings of Ardbeg are always very exciting indeed. This one comes to us via the North Star Spirits

Distilled in December 2001 and matured in a single bourbon hogshead for 13 years before being bottled in

folks, and has been matured for 12 years - from March 2005 to February 2018. This has pungent peat and

September 2015. On the nose, we'll get orange peel, fresh pineapple, tarmac and spiced oak with a long

pineapple on the nose, with salted smoke and notes of cherries and tobacco on the finish, with a flinty

finish featuring notes of white pepper, tobacco and pear.

finish.

A Hint of smoke

$108++
Ardmore 21 Year Old, Adelphi Collection
Aged for two decades, this sweet, fruity Ardmore was bottled by top independent bottler Adelphi at cask
strength. Expect fresh herbal notes on the nose, and a richer palate of coconut, fruitcake and spices. Only
236 bottles were released.

Bunnahabhain 18 Year Old
This is the relaunched version of Bunnahabhain 18yo, having ditched the caramel colouring and chillfiltration, this rich mahogany malt is one of the Bunnahabhain family favourites. It is intensely warming;
with dried fruit, sherry, toffee and spices leading to a rich honeyed nuttiness and the slightest hint of sea
salt.

Laphroaig Vintage 1997, Cask 8373, Signatory Vintage, Cask Strength Collection
Home of the only whiskey to carry the Royal Warrant of the Prince of Wales, this esteemed distillery uses
traditional methods to create its distinct malt. The single-cask 1997 vintage Laphroaig has been aged for
18 years in a single hogshead, being bottled by Signatory for the Cask Strength Collection.

Prices listed are in Singapore Dollars and subjected to 10% Service Charge and prevailing government taxes
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